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Figure 9.1 Illustration of the K-means algorithm using the re-scaled Old Faithful data set. (a) Green points
denote the data set in a two-dimensional Euclidean space. The initial choices for centres µ1 and µ2 are shown
by the red and blue crosses, respectively. (b) In the initial E step, each data point is assigned either to the red
cluster or to the blue cluster, according to which cluster centre is nearer. This is equivalent to classifying the
points according to which side of the perpendicular bisector of the two cluster centres, shown by the magenta
line, they lie on. (c) In the subsequent M step, each cluster centre is re-computed to be the mean of the points
assigned to the corresponding cluster. (d)–(i) show successive E and M steps through to final convergence of
the algorithm.
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�ȝƟŒȣɻࡩ ȝƟʉǞȴƌ

İƨ ſƨǖǶȳ ſ˦ ƉɄȳʌǶƕƨɼǶȳǖ ʚǫƨ ɱɼɄſțƨȭ ɄǑ ǶƕƨȳʚǶǑ˦Ƕȳǖ ǖɼɄʯɱʌࣗ Ʉɼ
Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼʌࣗ ɄǑ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ŗ ȭʯțʚǶƕǶȭƨȳʌǶɄȳŗț ʌɱŗƉƨࣖ óʯɱɱɄʌƨ ˝ƨ
ǫŗ˙ƨ ŗ ƕŗʚŗ ʌƨʚ {t1, t2, ..., t } ƉɄȳʌǶʌʚǶȳǖ ɄǑ   Ʉſʌƨɼ˙ŗʚǶɄȳʌ ɄǑ ŗ
ɼŗȳƕɄȭ 3ࣽƕǶȭƨȳʌǶɄȳŗț EʯƉțǶƕƨŗȳ ˙ŗɼǶŗſțƨ tࣖ ¶ʯɼ ǖɄŗț Ƕʌ ʚɄ ɱŗɼʚǶʚǶɄȳ
ʚǫƨ ƕŗʚŗ ʌƨʚ ǶȳʚɄ ʌɄȭƨ ȳʯȭſƨɼ � ɄǑ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼʌࣗ ˝ǫƨɼƨ ˝ƨ ʌǫŗțț ʌʯɱɱɄʌƨ
ǑɄɼ ʚǫƨ ȭɄȭƨȳʚ ʚǫŗʚ ʚǫƨ ˙ŗțʯƨ ɄǑ � Ƕʌ ǖǶ˙ƨȳࣖ

yȳʚʯǶʚǶ˙ƨț ࣗ˦ ˝ƨ ȭǶǖǫʚ ʚǫǶȳȕ ɄǑ ŗ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼ ŗʌ ƉɄȭɱɼǶʌǶȳǖ ŗ ǖɼɄʯɱ ɄǑ ƕŗʚŗ
ɱɄǶȳʚʌ ˝ǫɄʌƨ ǶȳʚƨɼࣽɱɄǶȳʚ ƕǶʌʚŗȳƉƨʌ ŗɼƨ ʌȭŗțț ƉɄȭɱŗɼƨƕ ˝Ƕʚǫ ʚǫƨ
ƕǶʌʚŗȳƉƨʌ ʚɄ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ ɄʯʚʌǶƕƨ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼࣖ İƨ Ɖŗȳ ǑɄɼȭŗțǶ˲ƨ ʚǫǶʌ
ȳɄʚǶɄȳ ſ˦ ̇ɼʌʚ ǶȳʚɼɄƕʯƉǶȳǖ ŗ ʌƨʚ ɄǑ 3ࣽƕǶȭƨȳʌǶɄȳŗț ˙ƨƉʚɄɼʌ µȂࣗ ˝ǫƨɼƨ
Ȃ = 1, ..., �ࣗ Ƕȳ ˝ǫǶƉǫ µȂ Ƕʌ ŗ ɱɼɄʚɄʚ˦ɱƨ ŗʌʌɄƉǶŗʚƨƕ ˝Ƕʚǫ ʚǫƨ Ȃࣽʚǫ
Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼࣖ

ࣩ
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�ʌ ˝ƨ ʌǫŗțț ʌƨƨ ʌǫɄɼʚț ࣗ˦ ˝ƨ Ɖŗȳ ʚǫǶȳȕ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ µȂ ŗʌ ɼƨɱɼƨʌƨȳʚǶȳǖ ʚǫƨ
Ɖƨȳʚɼƨʌ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼʌࣖ ¶ʯɼ ǖɄŗț Ƕʌ ʚǫƨȳ ʚɄ ̇ȳƕ ŗȳ ŗʌʌǶǖȳȭƨȳʚ ɄǑ
ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ ʚɄ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼʌࣗ ŗʌ ˝ƨțț ŗʌ ŗ ʌƨʚ ɄǑ ˙ƨƉʚɄɼʌ {µȂ}ࣗ ʌʯƉǫ ʚǫŗʚ ʚǫƨ
ʌʯȭ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ ʌɸʯŗɼƨʌ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ ƕǶʌʚŗȳƉƨʌ ɄǑ ƨŗƉǫ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚ ʚɄ Ƕʚʌ ƉțɄʌƨʌʚ
˙ƨƉʚɄɼ µȂࣗ Ƕʌ ŗ ȭǶȳǶȭʯȭࣖ

yʚ Ƕʌ ƉɄȳ˙ƨȳǶƨȳʚ ŗʚ ʚǫǶʌ ɱɄǶȳʚ ʚɄ ƕƨ̇ȳƨ ʌɄȭƨ ȳɄʚŗʚǶɄȳ ʚɄ ƕƨʌƉɼǶſƨ ʚǫƨ
ŗʌʌǶǖȳȭƨȳʚ ɄǑ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ ʚɄ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼʌࣖ bɄɼ ƨŗƉǫ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚ tȠࣗ ˝ƨ
ǶȳʚɼɄƕʯƉƨ ŗ ƉɄɼɼƨʌɱɄȳƕǶȳǖ ʌƨʚ ɄǑ ſǶȳŗɼ˦ ǶȳƕǶƉŗʚɄɼ ˙ŗɼǶŗſțƨʌ
ɥȠȂ ! {0, 1}ࣗ ˝ǫƨɼƨ Ȃ = 1, ..., � ƕƨʌƉɼǶſǶȳǖ ˝ǫǶƉǫ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ � Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼʌ ʚǫƨ
ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚ tȠ Ƕʌ ŗʌʌǶǖȳƨƕ ʚɄࣗ ʌɄ ʚǫŗʚ ǶǑ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚ tȠ Ƕʌ ŗʌʌǶǖȳƨƕ ʚɄ
Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼ Ȃ ʚǫƨȳ ɥȠȂ = 1ࣗ ŗȳƕ ɥȠǺ = 0 ǑɄɼ Ǻ "= Ȃࣖ ÿǫǶʌ Ƕʌ ȕȳɄ˝ȳ ŗʌ ʉǞƟ
1ȴǇ� ƁȴƌǩȣǊ ɻƁǞƟȝƟࣖ

ࣩ
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İƨ Ɖŗȳ ʚǫƨȳ ƕƨ̇ȳƨ ŗȳ ɄſȍƨƉʚǶ˙ƨ ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳࣗ ʌɄȭƨʚǶȭƨʌ Ɖŗțțƨƕ ŗ
ƊǦɵʂȰɥʂǦȰȠ ȚƝŒɵʗɥƝࣗ ǖǶ˙ƨȳ ſ˦

� =
 !

Ƞ=1

�!

Ȃ=1

ɥȠȂ#tȠ $ µȂ#2 ࣱ࣯

˝ǫǶƉǫ ɼƨɱɼƨʌƨȳʚʌ ʚǫƨ ʌʯȭ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ ʌɸʯŗɼƨʌ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ ƕǶʌʚŗȳƉƨʌ ɄǑ ƨŗƉǫ
ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚ ʚɄ Ƕʚʌ ŗʌʌǶǖȳƨƕ ˙ƨƉʚɄɼ µȂࣖ

¶ʯɼ ǖɄŗț Ƕʌ ʚɄ ̇ȳƕ ˙ŗțʯƨʌ ǑɄɼ ʚǫƨ {ɥȠȂ} ŗȳƕ ʚǫƨ {µȂ} ʌɄ ŗʌ ʚɄ
ȭǶȳǶȭǶ˲ƨʌ �ࣖ

ࣩ
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ÿǫƨ ʚƨɼȭʌ Ƕȳ˙Ʉț˙Ƕȳǖ ƕǶ˽ƨɼƨȳʚ Ƞ ŗɼƨ Ƕȳƕƨɱƨȳƕƨȳʚ ŗȳƕ ʌɄ ˝ƨ Ɖŗȳ
ɄɱʚǶȭǶ˲ƨ ǑɄɼ ƨŗƉǫ Ƞ ʌƨɱŗɼŗʚƨț˦ ſ˦ ƉǫɄɄʌǶȳǖ ɥȠȂ ʚɄ ſƨ 1 ǑɄɼ ˝ǫǶƉǫƨ˙ƨɼ
˙ŗțʯƨ ɄǑ Ȃ ǖǶ˙ƨʌ ʚǫƨ ȭǶȳǶȭʯȭ ˙ŗțʯƨ ɄǑ #tȠ $µȂ#2ࣖ yȳ Ʉʚǫƨɼ ˝Ʉɼƕʌࣗ ˝ƨ
ʌǶȭɱț˦ ŗʌʌǶǖȳ ʚǫƨ Ƞࣽʚǫ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚ ʚɄ ʚǫƨ ƉțɄʌƨʌʚ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼ Ɖƨȳʚɼƨࣖ

ɥȠȂ =
"

1 ǶǑ Ȃ = �`; KBMǺ #tȠ $ µǺ#2

0 Ʉʚǫƨɼ˝Ƕʌƨࣖ ࣱ࣯

ࣩ
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¥Ʉ˝ ƉɄȳʌǶƕƨɼ ʚǫƨ ɄɱʚǶȭǶ˲ŗʚǶɄȳ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ µȂ ˝Ƕʚǫ ʚǫƨ ɥȠȂ ǫƨțƕ ̇˥ƨƕࣖ ÿǫƨ
ɄſȍƨƉʚǶ˙ƨ ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ � Ƕʌ ŗ ɸʯŗƕɼŗʚǶƉ ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ ɄǑ µȂࣗ ŗȳƕ Ƕʚ Ɖŗȳ ſƨ
ȭǶȳǶȭǶ˲ƨƕ ſ˦ ʌƨʚʚǶȳǖ Ƕʚʌ ƕƨɼǶ˙ŗʚǶ˙ƨ ˝Ƕʚǫ ɼƨʌɱƨƉʚ ʚɄ µȂ ʚɄ ˲ƨɼɄ ǖǶ˙Ƕȳǖ

2
 !

Ƞ=1

ɥȠȂ(tȠ $ µȂ) = 0 ࣱ࣯

µȂ =

#
Ƞ ɥȠȂtȠ
ɥȠȂ

ࣱ࣯

ÿǫƨ ƕƨȳɄȭǶȳŗʚɄɼ Ƕȳ ʚǫǶʌ ƨ˥ɱɼƨʌʌǶɄȳ Ƕʌ ƨɸʯŗț ʚɄ ʚǫƨ ȳʯȭſƨɼ ɄǑ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ
ŗʌʌǶǖȳƨƕ ʚɄ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼ Ȃࣗ ŗȳƕ ʌɄ ʚǫǶʌ ɼƨʌʯțʚ ǫŗʌ ŗ ʌǶȭɱțƨ ǶȳʚƨɼɱɼƨʚŗʚǶɄȳࣗ
ȳŗȭƨț˦ ʌƨʚ µȂ ƨɸʯŗț ʚɄ ʚǫƨ ȭƨŗȳ ɄǑ ŗțț ɄǑ ʚǫƨ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ tȠ
ŗʌʌǶǖȳƨƕ ʚɄ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼ Ȃࣖ

ÿǫƨ ʚ˝Ʉ ɱǫŗʌƨʌ ɄǑ ɼƨࣽŗʌʌǶǖȳǶȳǖ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ ʚɄ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼʌ ŗȳƕ
ɼƨࣽƉɄȭɱʯʚǶȳǖ ʚǫƨ Ɖțʯʌʚƨɼ ȭƨŗȳʌ ŗɼƨ ɼƨɱƨŗʚƨƕ Ƕȳ ʚʯɼȳ ʯȳʚǶț ʚǫƨɼƨ Ƕʌ
ȳɄ Ǒʯɼʚǫƨɼ Ɖǫŗȳǖƨ Ƕȳ ʚǫƨ ŗʌʌǶǖȳȭƨȳʚʌ ࣯Ʉɼ ʯȳʚǶț ʌɄȭƨ ȭŗ˥Ƕȭʯȭ
ȳʯȭſƨɼ ɄǑ ǶʚƨɼŗʚǶɄȳʌ Ƕʌ ƨ˥Ɖƨƨƕƨƕࣱࣖ
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ǶȳǶʚǶŗțǶ˲ŗʚǶɄȳ ࣯ɼǶǖǫʚࣱࣖ
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2 This can be proven by pointing out that the mean squared distance between the instances and their closest
centroid can only go down at each step.

The K-Means Algorithm
So how does the algorithm work? Well it is really quite simple. Suppose you were
given the centroids: you could easily label all the instances in the dataset by assigning
each of them to the cluster whose centroid is closest. Conversely, if you were given all
the instance labels, you could easily locate all the centroids by computing the mean of
the instances for each cluster. But you are given neither the labels nor the centroids,
so how can you proceed? Well, just start by placing the centroids randomly (e.g., by
picking k instances at random and using their locations as centroids). Then label the
instances, update the centroids, label the instances, update the centroids, and so on
until the centroids stop moving. The algorithm is guaranteed to converge in a finite
number of steps (usually quite small), it will not oscillate forever2. You can see the
algorithm in action in Figure 9-4: the centroids are initialized randomly (top left),
then the instances are labeled (top right), then the centroids are updated (center left),
the instances are relabeled (center right), and so on. As you can see, in just 3 itera!
tions the algorithm has reached a clustering that seems close to optimal.

Figure 9-4. !e K-Means algorithm

Clustering | 243
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6ƨƉǶʌǶɄȳ ſɄʯȳƕŗɼ˦ ঋ ĬɄɼɄȳɄǶ ʚƨʌʌƨțțŗʚǶɄȳ

Figure 9-2. An unlabeled dataset composed of "ve blobs of instances

Let’s train a K-Means clusterer on this dataset. It will try to find each blob’s center and
assign each instance to the closest blob:

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans
k = 5
kmeans = KMeans(n_clusters=k)
y_pred = kmeans.fit_predict(X)

Note that you have to specify the number of clusters k that the algorithm must find.
In this example, it is pretty obvious from looking at the data that k should be set to 5,
but in general it is not that easy. We will discuss this shortly.

Each instance was assigned to one of the 5 clusters. In the context of clustering, an
instance’s label is the index of the cluster that this instance gets assigned to by the
algorithm: this is not to be confused with the class labels in classification (remember
that clustering is an unsupervised learning task). The KMeans instance preserves a
copy of the labels of the instances it was trained on, available via the labels_ instance
variable:

>>> y_pred
array([4, 0, 1, ..., 2, 1, 0], dtype=int32)
>>> y_pred is kmeans.labels_
True

We can also take a look at the 5 centroids that the algorithm found:
>>> kmeans.cluster_centers_
array([[-2.80389616,  1.80117999],
       [ 0.20876306,  2.25551336],
       [-2.79290307,  2.79641063],
       [-1.46679593,  2.28585348],
       [-2.80037642,  1.30082566]])

Of course, you can easily assign new instances to the cluster whose centroid is closest:

Clustering | 241

>>> X_new = np.array([[0, 2], [3, 2], [-3, 3], [-3, 2.5]])
>>> kmeans.predict(X_new)
array([1, 1, 2, 2], dtype=int32)

If you plot the cluster’s decision boundaries, you get a Voronoi tessellation (see
Figure 9-3, where each centroid is represented with an X):

Figure 9-3. K-Means decision boundaries (Voronoi tessellation)

The vast majority of the instances were clearly assigned to the appropriate cluster, but
a few instances were probably mislabeled (especially near the boundary between the
top left cluster and the central cluster). Indeed, the K-Means algorithm does not
behave very well when the blobs have very different diameters since all it cares about
when assigning an instance to a cluster is the distance to the centroid.

Instead of assigning each instance to a single cluster, which is called hard clustering, it
can be useful to just give each instance a score per cluster: this is called so# clustering.
For example, the score can be the distance between the instance and the centroid, or
conversely it can be a similarity score (or affinity) such as the Gaussian Radial Basis
Function (introduced in Chapter 5). In the KMeans class, the transform() method
measures the distance from each instance to every centroid:

>>> kmeans.transform(X_new)
array([[2.81093633, 0.32995317, 2.9042344 , 1.49439034, 2.88633901],
       [5.80730058, 2.80290755, 5.84739223, 4.4759332 , 5.84236351],
       [1.21475352, 3.29399768, 0.29040966, 1.69136631, 1.71086031],
       [0.72581411, 3.21806371, 0.36159148, 1.54808703, 1.21567622]])

In this example, the first instance in X_new is located at a distance of 2.81 from the
first centroid, 0.33 from the second centroid, 2.90 from the third centroid, 1.49 from
the fourth centroid and 2.87 from the fifth centroid. If you have a high-dimensional
dataset and you transform it this way, you end up with a k-dimensional dataset: this
can be a very efficient non-linear dimensionality reduction technique.
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æƟǇƟɫƟȣƁƟ Œȣƌ ǇʞɫʉǞƟɫ ɫƟŒƌǩȣǊ

 ए,ǫŗɱ ऐ ɄǑ �ࣖ eƨɼɄȳࣗ pŗȳƕʌࣽ¶ȳ ¡ŗƉǫǶȳƨ �ƨŗɼȳǶȳǖ ˝Ƕʚǫ
óƉǶȕǶʚࣽ�ƨŗɼȳࣗ �ƨɼŗʌ  ÿƨȳʌɄɼbțɄ˝

 ए,ǫŗɱ ऐ ɄǑ ,ࣖ $ǶʌǫɄɱࣗ âŗʚʚƨɼȳ éƨƉɄǖȳǶʚǶɄȳ ŗȳƕ ¡ŗƉǫǶȳƨ �ƨŗɼȳǶȳǖ
 ĬŗɼǶŗʚǶɄȳŗț $ŗ˦ƨʌǶŗȳ ȭǶ˥ʚʯɼƨʌ ɄǑ eŗʯʌʌǶŗȳʌ
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